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UM FORGES PARTNERSHIP IN FAR NORTH
MISSOULA-The University of Montana is reaching into the Far North to establish another research
and teaching partnership, this time with the University of Greenland.
UM President George Dennison and UG Rector Ole Marquardt signed an agreement
this month to establish a summer short-term study-abroad program in Greenland for UM and
Montana Tech students interested in arctic geology and wildlife, glaciology, and the Inuit and
Norse cultures.
"The University of Greenland offers some unique opportunities for us, and we have
found a significant amount of interest," Dennison said. UM currently employs 36 professors
who have carried out research in the Arctic and already has active linkages with Canada’s
University of Alberta and universities in Helsinki and Joensuu, Finland. UG is in Greenland’s
capital, Nuuk.
Last year the University joined the Circumpolar Universities Association, a group of
northern institutions committed to advanced understanding of northern peoples and ecosystems,
said UM International Programs director Mark Lusk.
"Montana is culturally and ecologically part of the North," he said. "Looking at the
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planet from the top, we see a polar ocean surrounded by nations and cultures that share an
extraordinary number of problems and characteristics -- fragile ecosystems, marginalized
indigenous peoples, the management of economies that are shifting from extractive industries
to productive systems, and endangered animal and plant resources.
"Our involvement in research and teaching with other northern universities changes our
perspective on the world and enriches our understanding of the unique problems and
opportunities of the North," he said.
The collaboration was initiated through the pioneering research of Montana Tech
Professor Marvin Speece. UM-Missoula’s Office of International Programs will administer the
program.
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